
 Bryan’s Packet of Trolling 

 Note to readers: All questions have superpowers, and question 5 has a super-super-superpower. 

 1.  An official yet baffling sub-mode of this game lets one buy an SMG and a magnum; it also problematically 
 gives the player infinite ammo. A newer sub-mode of this game uses souls as a currency. A now-defunct map 
 in this game once had eight treasure chests with 9 or 10 pieces of gold inside each of them. Professionals in 
 this game tend to play fast-, rather than slow- resource maps. Items in this game include explosion-resistant 
 (+) glass, as well as a beverage that makes one unable to trigger traps for thirty seconds. Items in this game 
 that have been modified from the base game include a fireball that resembles that which a (*)  ghast shoots and 
 a damage-free ender pearl. For 10 points, name this game on the Hypixel network where you can buy twelve 
 endstone for twenty-four iron in order to protect the eponymous sleeping accommodation. 
 ANSWER: Hypixel  Bedwar  s 

 2.  The universal right-handedness of one kind of these animals has been known for a long time; in contrast, 
 their universal maleness has only been discovered recently. Old art by these animals’ enemies depicts one of 
 them crossed out by a red cancel sign.  A rotatable marble statue of one of these animals appears at the center 
 of a winding (+) hedge maze. A “city” named after these animals lets you employ these animals for free over 
 time. A minimum of three of these animals can be used to create the (*)  Apex Plasma Master. One kind of these 
 animals, Geraldo, sells an old cape that can transform one into a “super [one of these animals].” The cheapest one of 
 these animals simply throws a dart at incoming enemies in a series of games by NinjaKiwi. For 10 points, name 
 these animals, the protagonists of the Bloons Tower Defense series. 
 ANSWER: Dart  Monke  ys 

 3.  A 2000 paper by Richard Kaye on the P = NP problem  heavily references a program based on this activity. 
 The earliest of several vehicles dedicated to this action were nicknamed “herbaceous borders,” punning on 
 their floral names. An ancestor of a program designed for this activity was Jerimac Ratliff’s (+)  Cube  . 
 Specialty craft designed for this activity use catamaran-style bodies to provide a large, shallow platform, but 
 this activity can also be made more efficient with the memorization of the (*)  1-2-1 and 1-2-2-1 patterns.  Kamil 
 Muranski is quite good at this activity, as was a Sherman Crab tank. The invention of sonar and the optimization of 
 chording were both breakthroughs for this activity. For ten points, name this activity that may include detonating 
 underwater charges or clicking boxes with numbers in them to reveal hidden explosive objects. 
 ANSWER:  Minesweep  ing [hybrid/other] 

 4.  It’s not shattering it, but in a case concerning the SL-9 incident, a vase is altered in this manner by Damon 
 Gant. It’s not literally related to the earth, but geocachers have been known to do this if they left something 
 several miles away. In (+)  Supernatural  , a large glyph consisting of seven symbols and a circle around a larger 
 symbol must be created in this manner. In the first episode of  Sherlock  , something done in this manner is later 
 determined to be a near-spelling of (*)  Rachel, rather than the German for revenge. In the first episode of  Squid 
 Game  , Gi-hun is encouraged to do this thing by a loan shark in order to sign his signature. Strangely, remnants of 
 this action often stay oxidized long after the critical fluid has left the body in visual media. For ten points, name this 
 action that leaves a red or brown message behind. 
 ANSWER:  Writ  ing a message in  blood 



 5.  Note to players: Specific term will be rejected; use the obvious and more general term instead. I’m not writing a 
 six-line answerline.  A structure that sometimes reacts to this non-bomb thing emits screams, clock ticks, 
 animal sounds, human sounds, and Morse code, in that order. Among other effects, touching a piece of 
 obsidian with this thing carved on it makes one unable to perceive this thing. An audio recording by Jacob 
 Hawkeswith says that evil “has raised its bloody flag… and crowed its unholy victory” in allegiance to this 
 thing. It doesn’t have a number in its name, but an ill-thought-out method of containing this thing was 
 posited to take about (<>) 150 million years. A proposal by S. D. (//) Locke principally concerns this thing. 
 Problems stemming from the “breaking” of this thing lead to the founding of (+) UnLondon. In a tale called 
 “Spectrum,” this thing (*)  "Shines a Cadmium Yellow” over the desert. For ten points, name this thing that 
 “may…never set on the British Empire” in the interest group  Daybreak  . 
 ANSWER: The  Sun  (or  Sol  ) 

 6.  This vehicle is originally mistaken for an “identified  flying cupcake” by a man who is tailed by it. In a 
 movie about this vehicle, a live-action segment shows someone being gifted this vehicle’s motor, and someone 
 sighting enemies “within the vicinity of this theater.” That movie features a Sea of Heads, a Sea of (+) Holes, a 
 Sea of Monsters, and a Sea of Time. One being in this vehicle prides himself as a physicist, polyglot, classicist, 
 botanist, satirist, pianist, and dentist. That person, Jeremy Hillary (*)  Boob, is nicknamed "Nowhere Man." 
 Songs like “All Together Cow” and “It’s Too Much Lunch” appear in a sandwich-themed album parodying this 
 vehicle. One character riding in this vehicle, Ringo, uses a “hole in his pocket” to save the Sgt. Pepper's Lonely 
 Hearts Club Band. For ten points, name this underwater yellow vehicle that the Beatles ride to save Pepperland in a 
 1968 film. 
 ANSWER: The  Yellow Submarine 

 7.  In D&D Fifth Edition, the 18th-level Echo Knight  feature lets you create an extra echo, and is called a 
 Legion of [this many]. A Demilich has a Strength score of this value. Reaching this level lets a Warlock choose 
 an (+) Otherworldly Patron, and the Shield spell lasts for this many rounds. At the very most, any official feat 
 will let you (*)  increase an ability score by this value. Rerolling these values on a hit die when leveling up makes 
 the average roll equal the official average. Reaching this many levels of exhaustion grants you disadvantage on 
 ability checks, and rolling this number on a death save fails two death saves. Rolling this number in both a weapon 
 or spell attack is an automatic failure. For ten points, name this lowest number on a typical icosahedral die. 
 ANSWER:  1 


